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T h e H e ro n
by Brian G laser
My mother sees visitations from my father in butterflies and
hummingbirds—even squirrels.
Which is why, returning after the interment of my father's ashes to her home, I knew
we had to summon her from the house to see the white heron in her yard.
I watched it first, long enough to see it pluck a lizard from beneath a bush and
chomp on it a few times before pulling it down its gullet.
She saw a visitation but seemed self-consciously subdued about it, as if her
response was somewhat vitiated by my skepticism, or rather the skepticism sht
thought I'd have.
Because I was at least affected by her reaction, and I wondered what my fathei
would have made of this coincidence, part of me imagining he was somewher
nearby to know of it.
And this made it especially sad for me when we returned to the yard
after dinner and saw the heron still hunting there.
It walked a pace or two toward us, looked in a couple of directions quickly, and
flapped listlessly off the lawn,
rising maybe three feet and floating to the middle of the street, looking lost, in
search of something else, beatific and alone.
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